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ABSTRACT
Watch time has been a subject of interest for recommender sys-
tems in recent years. Music, podcast and video recommendations
based on or amplified by consumption time optimization are of-
ten employed to boost perceived user satisfaction, subscriptions,
engagement or to decrease number of bounces. Finding a fragile bal-
ance between several different metrics describing users' behaviour
might be challenging, especially in the area of video recommen-
dation. In this paper, we design online algorithms for modelling
relationship between click probability and expected watch time on
a video. We explore means of combining and balancing click-based
and watch time optimizing models in an online multi-criteria set-
ting. We present experiments that involve watch time, CTR and
watch ratio. Furthermore, the paper describes empirical evaluations
on live traffic and illustrates that our approach has succeeded in
outperforming a non-trivial baseline in a controlled manner.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Recommender systems; • Comput-
ing methodologies→Machine learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommendation systems play a significant role in today's world
of information overload. Users have only a limited amount of time
they want to spend on consuming online content. Therefore me-
dia providers are striving to deliver the most relevant content. As
Attfield et al. mentioned in [3], user engagement is the emotional,
cognitive and behavioural connection that exists, at any point in
time and possibly over time, between a user and a resource. We
also believe that user engagement utilization has become crucial
for any recommender system. In our use case, users are exposed to
a personalized selection of online media services, including news,
video content, lifestyle, sport, weather forecast and celebrities etc.

In this paper, we address a problem of recommending videos for a
content box, shown in Figure 1. Users rarely provide explicit ratings
or direct feedback when consuming frequently updated online
content. Optimizing algorithm for CTR metric (Click Through Rate,
more in part 4) is straightforward, however, it does not capture any
post-click user behaviour and might lead to promoting click-bait
articles and low-quality content. On the other hand, dwell-time, the
time spent on a web page is one such metric and has proven to be a
meaningful and reliable metric of user engagement in the context
of recommendation tasks [11]. Instead of using the dwell-time on
the video page as a whole, we decided to utilize only the time spent
watching the video itself, measured via the video player. Favourably,
we know the time duration of the video content, we can compute
relative watch time w.r.t. length of the video.

Our main KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) for users’ satisfac-
tion include total watch time (TTS = total time spent) users have
spent on a video service together with CTR. Our objective is to
maximize user engagement while still considering number of video
views.

During experiments, we try first to proxy user satisfaction only
via watch time, although this approach leads to a vast harm on
CTR. Then we continue with finding a balanced trade-off between
CTR and watch time on a video while maximizing users’ TTS and
reducing harm of CTR. For this purpose, we model the relationship
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Figure 1: Picture representing design and dummy content of a box on the content platform home page. There is always a
corresponding image at the first position. Box has 4 positions by default and gets extended by 3 more positions each time a
user clicks on any item in the box except for the first one. We used a position feature as one of the signals in training phase
to mitigate bias arising from the presence of the picture at the first position.

between CTR and watch time using either parameterized multipli-
cation or parameterized exponential function.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

• We suggest two different approaches for modelling the rela-
tionship between click probability and watch time or watch
ratio respectively (Section 3),
• we propose a solution based on generalized linear models
suitable for an industry setting (Section 4),
• we evaluate our approach on live traffic (Section 4).

2 RELATEDWORK
Several related papers have already analyzed a fundamental ques-
tion: How to measure time users spend consuming content (also
referred to as dwell time or, in our case, watch time) and how it
can be utilized in the context of personalization. Yi et al. in [11]
explore item-level dwell-time as a proxy of relevance of a content
item to a particular user and argue that the amount of time that
users spend on content items is an important metric to measure
user engagement and should be used as a proxy to user satisfac-
tion for recommended content, complementing and/or replacing
click-based signals.

Agichtein et al. [2] has achieved substantially higher precision
and recall by considering the comprehensiveUserBehaviour features
that model user interactions after the search and beyond the initial
click rather than considering click-through alone.

Kim et al. [6] study relation between user satisfaction and click-
dwell time (i.e. the time user spends on a clicked result) in terms
of web search. They argue that employing previously used fixed
duration threshold [4] [10] such as 30 seconds to determine user (dis-
)satisfaction is ineffective due to variety of query-click attributes,
factors such as query type, page topic, page content, and page
readability level. Instead, they model (dis-)satisfied clicks’ watch
time distributions w.r.t. to different segments of clicks and show
how such features can improve prediction performance.

Authors of this paper use TTS, which depends on a length of the
videos consumed by users, as one of KPI metrics. On the contrary,
Lagun et al. in [7] have metrics which do not depend on the amount
of content item has, but instead on the proportion of item consumed

by users, making it easier to compare item with different amount
of content.

There are various methods of combining multiple, often conflict-
ing, objectives to train the model with. Rodriguez et al. in [9] use
semantic match, a prediction from an existing recommender system
trained on CTR, as the base for the final recommendation, which
is then boosted by linear combination with indicating coefficients
of additional binary relevance features. Finding optimal values for
the coefficients is thereafter an optimization problem, for a small
number of additional features shown to be solvable via grid search.
More recently, Zhao et al. [12] focused on recommending what
video to watch next on a large-scale online video-sharing platform,
similar to the setup of this paper. Their multimodal objectives are
split into two groups, engagement (such as clicks or watches) and
satisfaction (likes, ratings). Each of those objectives is represented
as one of Multi-gate Mixture-of-Experts [8] outputs, which are later
combined using weighted multiplication, with weights manually
tuned for a desired trade-off between each of the objectives. Diver-
sity, novelty, or aspects of fairness have also been considered as
features in multi-objective optimization [1] [5].

3 ADDRESSING MULTI-CRITERIA
OPTIMIZATION

To maximize TTS, we need to attain fragile balance between videos
with high CTR and the ones having potential to gain high watch
time. If one naively tries to increase TTS, for instance by recom-
mending very long videos without considering CTR, they may
not be watched and final TTS may suffer. On the other hand, less-
relevant content might acquire high CTR due to e.g. gratuitously
catchy title, which results in early leaves, leading to loss of TTS as
well.

We consider several methods that consist of single models that
are combined and compared later to compound models. The single
models are based on generalized linear models (GLM). Specifically,
we experimented with the following models:
Log logistic regression (click probability)
Lin linear regression (watch ratio and watch time)

Poiss Poisson regression (number of watched parts)
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The Logmodel is a GLM with log-odds link function. The model
considers clicks that resulted in played videos as positive examples.
All other recommended videos are considered as negative examples.
The Linmodels are GLMswith identity link functions. In the former
case, the training samples have labels representing the ratios of
consumed times for target videos w.r.t. their durations. In the latter
case, the labels represent the total watched time in seconds for the
target videos. The Poiss model is a GLM with natural logarithm
link function. The labels are the number of watch parts sent by the
video player every 10 seconds when a video is being played.

We try to use certain combination of these single models and
optimize them both on the click probability and on the watch time
spent on a particular video. Let us assume user u ∈ U and video
v ∈ V . Having the click probability c and the estimation of watch
time t , we examine the following ways of combining c and t to
obtain the resulting score:

s1 (c, t ,α ) = c
α · t1−α (1)

s2 (c, t , β ) = t (c
β ) (2)

Variable c represents probability, thus its values are bound be-
tween 0 and 1. Variable t represents watch time on some video
and its value can be any non-negative real number. Parameter α
regulates the trade-off between c and t . It makes sense to restrict α
between 0 and 1. Similarly, β regulates the importance of c and t
for equation (2). We restrict β to be any non-negative real number.

We can assume the following function domains, Ds1 = [0, 1] ×
[0,+∞)× (0, 1) andDs2 = [0, 1]× [0,+∞)× (0,+∞). It can be easily
seen that both functions (1) and (2) are growing in both c and t
on given domain interiors. While function (1) grows like a power
function of α , function (2) grows exponentially for fixed t , thus it
is more sensitive to subtle differences in CTR (see Figure 2).

Having scores for the particular user and all recommendation
candidates, we sort these videos by the score in descending order.
Top N videos are then recommended to the user.

4 EXPERIMENTS
Seznam.cz is a Czech technology company specialized in internet-
related services with a multitude of products. More than 95% of
Czech internet users visit a Seznamwebsite everyweek. Its products
include a web portal, search engine, news service, email, advertising
platform or map service with interactive panoramas of streets, rural
roads and parks.

Televize Seznam is a video service available via a web browser,
both mobile & smart TV apps and digital terrestrial, cable & satellite
broadcasting. It holds 110,000+ videos with 9000+ hours of content.
Our paper focuses on Televize Seznam’s recommendation box on
Seznam.cz’s web portal with its 3.5 million unique users daily.

Our platform has to manage 4000+ requests per second at peak
hours with sub-100-millisecond latency for Seznam.cz’s web portal
box. To provide personalized recommendations to our users, we
mainly use the Vowpal Wabbit machine learning system. With a
help of subwabbit1 library, our application server (based on Python
Tornado framework) delivers the recommendations via back end.
Subsequent events of users are queued in Kafka. Data are stored in
Couchbase, MariaDB, ElasticSearch and OpenStack Swift.
1https://pypi.org/project/subwabbit/

4.1 Data for Experiments
Our data contains detailed information about user features and
videos, recorded at the time of recommendation. Videos among
others contain information about the channels they are published
from. They can have several human-generated tags. Each video
has a duration and time of publication. User features consist of
information about previously watched videos, user sex, age and a
user profile created from the user’s history collected from visits to
other related web sites. The data also contains user interactions:
whether a user clicked, whether a user started playing a video and
for how long the video was played.

In a summary, over course of each week, the data contains infor-
mation about 1.5M active users, 2.5M clicks, 700 recommendable
videos. Our catalogue of videos is very diverse in a sense that it
contains both minute- and hours-long videos, highly attention at-
tractive videos, news videos, online TV-series and also full movies.

4.2 Setup and Evaluation
Single models are trained from the combinations of video and user
features in order to learn the affinity between the users and the
videos. Compound models combine outputs from single models us-
ing combination functions (1) and (2). From now on we’ll call a
compound model using function (1) as α-compound model and a
model using function (2) as β-compound model. In order to explore
the relationship between the hyper-parameters and the metrics we
perform a grid-search over the subset of values of α and β .

For initial training of new models we use data logged in the
last 3 hours. According to our experiments, such new models then
perform with acceptable initial KPIs. After the initial phase we train
the models incrementally online. During the incremental learning
we regularly retrain the models every 5 minutes where the video-
user interactions are considered for the training only when the user
did not interact with a video for at least 30 seconds. In this setting
it is possible to train a user’s updated interaction multiple times,
eg. if the user starts watching a video, pauses the video for a while
and then continues watching the video.

In order to assess performance of the models, we perform A/B/n
tests on live traffic and for each variant we additionally run A/A
test. In the initial phase we use data logged from a control variant
to train all the new models. To mitigate the interference between
the variants, we train the models in the incremental phase only
from the respective A/B/n variant. We use several metrics that
should encompass both user engagement and business performance.
We measure the number of video views (Views), total time spent
watching videos (TTS) and averaged video duration (VD). The last
metric that we use is CTR, which is the total number of clicks
divided by the total number of pageviews.

The logistic regression model Log modelling a probability that a
user clicks on a video is considered as a baseline model to which all
the results are compared to. In the first experiment we compare per-
formances of single models optimizing time metrics. These models
are trained from positive feedback only, we do not use not-clicks.
The results of the experiment are given in Table 1. All results in the
table (and in the following tables) show relative changes compared
to the values in first rows.

https://pypi.org/project/subwabbit/
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Figure 2: Shape of the non-linear manifold generated by equations (1) and (2) using our best performing α and β (see Table 4)
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Figure 3: Contour plot of scores generated by equations (1) and (2) using our best performing α and β (see Table 4)

Model CTR Views TTS VD

Log 1 1 1 1
Lin-WR × VD 0.45 0.33 0.61 2.77

Lin-TTS 0.51 0.31 0.77 4.09
Poiss-TTS 0.52 0.50 0.51 0.92

Table 1: Lin-WR × VD is a model learning and predicting
watch ratio of a video and the prediction is at the end mul-
tiplied by the video’s duration, Lin-TTS and Poiss-TTS both
learn and predict video watch time.

The models perform differently regarding the individual metrics.
For example, Lin-TTS boosts four times longer videos than the

baseline CTR model. This results in the highest TTS and the small-
est Views from the benchmarked models. Lin-WR × VD model
recommends on average shorter videos than Lin-TTS but still more
than two times longer than the baseline. The last model in this ex-
periment, Poiss-TTS, performed well inCTR andViews but scored
the worst in TTS .

The next two experiments display the results of compoundmodels.
All the compound models use the Logmodel as c in the combination
functions (1) and (2). Since we wanted to improve user engage-
ment with the emphasis on moderately long and diverse videos,
we concluded to use Lin-WR × VD as a model representing t in
the combination equations. This model gave consistent results over
time and did not emphasize too long videos compared to the rest.
The Tables 2 and 3 display the results of a grid-search over the
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Model CTR Views TTS VD

Log (α = 1) 1 1 1 1
α = 0.8 0.97 0.85 1.33 1.55
α = 0.6 0.72 0.56 1.28 2.55
α = 0.4 0.55 0.4 1.15 3.46
α = 0.2 0.44 0.3 0.95 3.88

Table 2: Results of α-compound models for various levels
of α

Model CTR Views TTS VD

Log 1 1 1 1
β = 0.1 0.52 0.35 1.00 3.33
β = 0.4 0.76 0.61 1.21 2.17
β = 0.7 0.85 0.72 1.19 1.71
β = 1 0.87 0.77 1.16 1.54

Table 3: Results of β-compound models for various levels
of β

subset of values of hyper-parameters α and β . In both cases we can
observe concave trend in TTS metric.

As the experiments are performed during different time periods,
we perform one more experiment that uses the best performing
models from the previous runs to verify our observations. This is
necessary due to the shifts in data – completely different sets of
videos are recommended at different times, user behaviour may
change substantially, etc. The best performing α-compound model
was the one with the value α = 0.8. This model has the highest
CTR,Views andTTS . The best β-compoundmodel is harder to select.
From TTS perspective, the best results are obtained for β = 0.4,
however CTR and Views metrics are substantially worse than for
β = 0.7. For this reason we selected the latter model for the final
comparison. The results are given in Table 4.

Model CTR Views TTS VD

Log 1 1 1 1
β = 0.7 0.885 0.791 1.279 1.721
α = 0.8 0.916 0.819 1.261 1.605

Table 4: Experiment comparing the best performing models
from the previous experiments.

4.3 Discussion
Our goal was to maximize user engagement which we represented
by the combination of metrics: TTS and CTR. Since we did not
succeed at maximizing all the metrics at once, we focused on maxi-
mizing TTS and at the same time we required only minor drop in
performance regarding the number of Views and CTR. We argue
that if users are willing to spend more time with the service, they
are more engaged with it. Apart from that, we also took into con-
sideration the average length of recommended videos because our
experiments suggested that the longer the videos were, the smaller
the number of video views was. However, we aimed at increasing
TTS together with maximizing the total number of views.

The first approach, modelling video watch time directly, did not
meet our expectations. It resulted in recommending longer videos
while decreasing all other metrics. In the second step, we com-
bined different single models’ predictions together using two dif-
ferent parameterized functions (1) and (2) and created α-compound
model and β-compound model. It is important to compare models
trained and evaluated on the same time period as the results in
Tables 2, 3 and 4 suggest. The takeaway is that eventually, the best

α-compound model and the best β-compound model performed sim-
ilarly and were able to consistently and substantially boost TTS,
compared to the best performing click model.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we demonstrated how to approach a desirable trade-off
between CTR and TTS with respect to clicks within a personalized
video recommendation system. Two different methods are proposed
for modelling the relationship between click probability and watch
time on a video. In addition, we proposed algorithms based on
generalized linear models suitable for online learning in an industry
setting.

Models that were optimized only for watch time did not succeed
at increasing TTS. However, combining these models with the
model optimizing CTR resulted in the best-balanced results and
increased TTS by nearly 28%. Desired objective was achieved as
the combined models provide higher user engagement.

Ongoing experiments using the above mentioned combined mod-
els also show promising results for an article recommendation task
at news and lifestyle content services.

As our future work we are going to experiment with different
models and model combinations, use hyper-parameter optimization
to achieve the best trade-off between TTS and CTR, and compare
our results to different competing models.
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